
The Alpha King’s Daughter Chapter 3 

I rejected to allow Viktor disturb my daily routines, among that included sneaking with 
the kitchen area to take among Sheila’s renowned muffins. I was almost a hundred 
percent certain that Sheila as well as Shannon we’re witches in their previous life, since 
it was virtually impossible to obtain anything past them. 

That just made my shenanigans much more enjoyable. 

I crept into the busy kitchen, promptly seeing that Sheila was active buying some of the 
other chefs around. I smiled to myself, she was certainly sidetracked. 

I crept up to the counter where a plate of her muffins rested steaming. A distinct groan 
left my lips as I relied on see Viktor sticking out like a sore thumb. 

” Do you not know exactly how to be sneaky?” I groaned at him, my eyes keeping track 
of Sheila. 

In a relocation that shocked me, his dark eyebrow raised as well as his obsidian look 
continued to be locked on me. 

I eyed Sheila, and figured this would certainly be my only possibility. I nabbed up among 
the muffins and also fired a glow at Viktor. 

” Now hurry before I get captured.” I hissed, taking off in a jog as I headed to the patio 
doors. I just quit running once I made certain I was much enough far from Sheila’s 
wrath. 

I didn’t need to rely on know that Viktor was following me, the aura that bordered him 
offered him away instantly. 

I stopped to consume my muffin, not daring to do it in Shannon’s existence. She would 
most definitely let her mom understand of my burglary. I ran my fingers over the delicate 
petals of each vivid flower, taking a big bite of the muffin. 

I was so absorbed in my muffin as well as my very own ideas to notice Viktor staring at 
me. Once more there was that odd shift in his eyes, however it was so far-off I could not 
recognize what it was. 

” Sheila makes the most effective muffins however I rarely get any, so I swipe them.” I 
smirked at Viktor and his steadfast look. 

I let my eyes roam to the gazebo distant, and also I might just construct out Shannon’s 
figure as she sat waiting on me. 



” I have to complete it now. Her child is my buddy and she would certainly rat me out in 
a second.” I huffed. 

I recognize it probably seemed odd. I was talking with a silent and extremely harmful 
guy without obtaining also a single action. It was hard to explain, but I seemed like he 
was awaiting a description for my behavior. 

After I almost breathed in the muffin, I relied on continue walking however a leather-clad 
hand stopped me. 

I iced up as I felt Viktor’s huge hand tap my shoulder. Turning in absolute confusion, I 
looked up at the giant who towered over me. 

” , what?” I scowled. What made him believe he could touch me, however I could not do 
the exact same? 

” He’s your body guard, duh. That is, unless you wan na touch him.” Aela smirked, 
sending out all type of rowdy photos right into my innocent mind. 

I felt my eyes secure on his own and I iced up when his hand reached towards my face. 
In an action that should’ve been also gentle for somebody his dimension, he let his 
guideline finger touch my cheek. It was so quick that I hardly had time to register what 
happened. 

When he retreated I finally realized why he had done that. A chocolate chip remained 
on the tip of his finger. My face heated up as I wiped at the area, eliminating the 
evidence. 

I really felt complacent at the reality that Viktor had touched me, it seemed like a start. 
“Thanks.” I smirked up at him, turning around to proceed my walk. 

I pondered a few things as I walked down the garden path, my quiet protector behind 
me. 

My papa had done all that he can to sheild me from kids. Dating was nearly uncommon 
for Lycans, specifically Royals. There was no informing that your friend would be, and 
also dating only put innocent hearts in jeopardy. The closest point I ever had to a 
boyfriend was Erik. Erik was the heir to one more, much smaller sized Kingdom. He 
would often see with his family as well as spend a couple of days in our estate. While 
we only ever before held hands, Erik was who everyone assumed my mate would 
certainly be. 

As completely inexperienced as I remain in those type of matters, I had a lot of self-
confidence. I didn’t really feel reluctant or essential concerning my body, or what I 
desired. Certain, like all individuals I still had my minutes of question but for the most 
part I had not been worried. 



I added the actions to the gazebo, plopping down in the empty chair alongside 
Shannon. I attempted to overlook the surprised look on her face as she took in Viktor. I 
make certain also as a human, she might pick up the threat emitting from him. 

As usual, 2 slaves brought out a silver cart just this moment it was full of little 
sandwiches as well as various other appetisers. 

” So, that’s the body guard?” Shannon laughed, but her eyes remained large. Viktor 
stood off sideways, his big arms went across as they looked down on us. Often his eyes 
would certainly relocate, scanning our surroundings, however would quickly return to 
me. 

His clothing was formal. A common black button down with black pants. The black mask 
that covered the reduced half of his face thawed in with his t shirt, practically making 
him resemble an exceptionally big ninja. 

I responded, munching on among the little sandwiches. “That’s him alright.” 

” Why’s he using a mask and gloves?” Shannon asked, and I wished I recognized the 
solution to that myself. 

I shrugged, pushing home plate of sandwiches towards her, “I have definitely no 
suggestion. He doesn’t truly speak either.” 

” Caroline’s going to like that.” Shannon chuckled, her eyes flickering to my body guard. 
His presence was definitely difficult to neglect. 

I cringed at the thought of Caroline attempting to flirt with Viktor, not liking the sour 
preference it put in my mouth. “I desire her the most effective of luck with that.” I 
laughed dryly. 

” He appears like he can handle himself.” Shannon murmured to me, laughing under her 
breath. 

” He does doesn’t he? He’s huge, also for a Lycan.” I drank my head, taking a sip of 
water. 

Shannon glanced at Viktor one last time as well as fortunately changed the topic. 

” So, are you thrilled for your birthday?” Shannon smiled and also nibbled on among the 
finger sandwiches. 

I shrugged, currently knowing just how my birthday celebration would certainly go. “I’m 
sure Dad’s going to make a big deal from it, throw a significant sphere or something.” 



” You ought to be excited, it’s the finest possibility you’ll have to meet your companion. 
Shannon smiled. 

Sheila never had enough cash to purchase Shannon a new gown, yet my Dad 
constantly got one for her and also Caroline. I’m not against elegant parties, I simply 
find it stressful being the centerpiece. The stress of having to remain poised and also 
speak to everyone was high. It was something that took me several years to get utilized 
to. 

I frowned, “You’re right. What happens if I don’t wish to fulfill my companion?” 

” Why on earth wouldn’t you? I want human’s had a predestined soulmate. Do you know 
the number of times I’ve had my heart damaged?” Shannon shook her head 
incredulously. 

I shrugged and also discharged a tired sigh, “It simply means whatever will certainly 
alter. Soon after I discover my companion, Papa will certainly step down. I’ll have every 
one of these people to care for.” 

” You’ll do amazing, Arabella. Whether you accept it or not, judgment remains in your 
blood.” Shannon nodded positively. 

Even if I attempted to deny it, I knew she was right. I can feel my dad’s Alpha blood 
going through my blood vessels, magnified as a result of him being the Alpha King. 

” Now that you have your body guard, you can ultimately leave the premises.” Shannon 
mentioned, creating a wide grin to spread out on my face. 

I gasped, “You’re! Releases get coffee!” I tweeted, finally feeling like this body guard 
point had not been such a poor idea. 

” You and also your coffee. There’s coffee right here!” Shannon chuckled. 

I licked my lips hungrily. I could eat fairly a great deal, even for a Lycan but my craving 
for delicious chocolate chip muffins was never ever pleased. 

” You and your muffin obsession.” Shannon rolled her eyes. 

I shrugged, “You can’t condemn me. Their treat that serves to eat at any time of the 
day.” 

Well, thankfully I’m off job today. Shannon gave me a smirk. 

I beamed back at her, “I would certainly love to go! Lets get this cart back to the kitchen 
as well as I’ll let our driver recognize.” 



I carried the cart down the staircases of the gazebo and pushed it before me as we 
walked back to the kitchen areas. The dark mood coming from behind me was ever 
before so present in my mind. While it really felt harmful and also vicious, I needed to 
admit I felt secure. 

I drew the cart right into the huge kitchen area and resolved it against the wall surface. 

” Arabella, you must’ve just mind-linked us when you were completed.” Among the 
slaves, reprimanded me, a little smile playing on her lips. The smile disappeared when 
she locked eyes with Viktor and also his menacing aura. 

I offered her a gentle smile, “We needed to come through the kitchen area’s anyway.” 

” Arabella!” Sheila’s voice screamed from the huge dining-room. 

” And you believed she wouldn’t find out.” Aela babbled in my head. 

I felt my face pale as I looked at Shannon in shock, “Crap, we need to leave!” I left 
Shannon in the dirt, running through your home until I made it safely out the front door. I 
had not counted on see if Viktor adhered to, yet I had not been shocked to find him 
standing a couple of feet behind me. 

” Dad, Shannon and I are going to the cafe for some coffee.” I mind-linked him, allowing 
him recognize where I would be. 

His voice was quick to reply, “Is Viktor with you?” 

I rolled my eyes, “Certainly. I do not assume I could escape him if I attempted.” 

” Do me a support as well as don’t try, Bella.” My father’s happy voice flooded my mind. 

I smirked, “Aw Daddy, you think I’m that skilled?” 

” Actually, I recognize you’re that gifted. Act, Bella.” My Papa’s demanding voice 
responded, yet I can almost see the smile basing on his face. 

” Constantly, Father.” I laughed, ending the mind-link. 

I hopped into the rear seat of among the black SUV’s we had in our employee parking 
area. Shannon was quick to jump in alongside me, firing me an incredulous glare. 

Viktor climbed in the front, flipping down the mirror to keep an eye on the two of us. 

” Where are we headed Miss Arabella?” The older human driver turned his head to grin 
at me, his eyes flickering to Viktor. 



I provided him a vast grin in return, wishing to relieve several of his anxiety. “Simply to 
the coffee shop.” 

As we drove to the coffee shop, Shannon and also I talked about my upcoming birthday 
celebration as well as the significant celebration that was bound to take place. It would 
be fantastic chance to see Erik again. I hadn’t seen him because before my Mom died. 

I could not aid but see Viktor’s eyes educated on me with the mirror, watching my every 
move. I tried to maintain my eyes on Shannon, yet Viktor’s obsidian stare continued to 
get my focus. 

I couldn’t help it when my eyes roamed the length of his dark lashes, as well as via his 
tousled hair. Shed in thought, I discovered myself questioning what his face appeared 
like under the mask. I wished to roam my eyes along his jaw line as well as over his lips. 

We brought up at the cafe just a minute later. There were a couple of tables beyond the 
cafe, full of individuals. Each one had their eyes locked on the passed out SUV that just 
pulled up. 

Shannon hopped out as well as I followed, attempting to maintain my gaze away from 
Viktor. I could not clarify the sensation completely, but I really felt the desire to be near 
him. 

We obtained our coffee’s as well as I obtained myself one more muffin, the close 
closeness Viktor stood at had my hair at a time. Goosebumps sprouted all over my skin 
when the soft fabric of his t-shirt brushed against my bare arm. I stood up to the crazy 
desire to turn and also rip his mask off. 

We found a vacant table outside and plopped down for the time being. Viktor stood 
straight behind my chair, his odd and also intoxicating scent loading my nose. 

” Hey Arabella.” A cute individual with blonde hair as well as an infant face called out. I 
had actually never ever seen him before, but every person in our region knew my name. 

” Hi!” I called out, really feeling several gazes puncturing my skin. 

I was stunned when the boy came close to Shannon as well as I, giving a weary look to 
Viktor. The guy was most definitely charming. His blonde hair had that superman swoop 
to it, and also his teeth were ideal as well as straight. He beamed at me as well as 
Shannon, standing beside our little table. 

” I’m Dalton. You haven’t been out in a very long time.” A frown fell on his handsome 
face, and I felt myself leaning in. 

I gave him an impressive smile, “Dalton, I like it. I frowned, withstanding the urge to look 
at Viktor. 



Prior to Dalton might say anything else, Viktor relocated from his place behind me and 
approached Dalton. Viktor didn’t need to say anything to scare Dalton away. He inched 
closer to Dalton, requiring him to take a go back. Dalton’s worry filled up eyes flickered 
from Viktor’s’s cold stare and my incredulous one. 

” What the hell Viktor!” I grumbled. The very first hot man to speak to me in weeks and 
he needed to chase him away. 

I was silently fuming at Viktor. Regardless, I prepared on getting some responses from 
him. 

I guaranteed Shannon I would certainly assist her as well as Sheila clean the kitchen 
area before supper, so my examination would have to wait up until tonight. I knew I ‘d 
have to deal with Sheila’s rage one way or another, so I determined to get it finished 
with. 

I headed to my room to change into something comfortable, Viktor hot on my route. He 
followed me into my bed room and waited as I altered in the shower room. I approached 
him once again with skeptical eyes. He made me feel odd and I was still struggling on if 
it was a good feeling or otherwise. 

My eyes lingered on his messy delicious chocolate colored hair, wondering if it was as 
soft as it looked. It appeared everytime I got lost in my thoughts around Viktor, I did 
something silly. 

As if I hadn’t discovered the first time, I approached Viktor. He stood there silent and 
also saw me, his eyes continued to be on my face but they were as calculating as ever 
before. 

” Why also trouble using this mask?” I found myself asking him as well as despite every 
little thing, I nearly anticipated an answer. 

I felt my lips component in shock when he rolled his obsidian eyes. Something trembled 
in my belly, and that something prompted me to proceed. 

I asked, taking one more action better to Viktor. He elevated his brow at me and 
provided me a look that claimed, “Seriously?”. 

He looked even sexier with his eyebrow elevated, some strange idea flitting backward 
and forward in his dark eyes. 

An errant thought ran though my mind. It wouldn’t be such a poor idea to make him as 
unpleasant as he makes me. 



I maintained strolling towards him, only quiting when our bodies were an inch apart. His 
dark eyes overlooked at me, and also I couldn’t inform if they were giving me a caution 
or concealing something else in their depths. 

I increased my hand as rapidly as I could, going for the black mask that hid the lower 
half of his face. Again, he was much faster than a typical Lycan needs to be. 

Also at my quickest, he seized my hand out of the air as if it were absolutely nothing. 
This time around, he kept my wrist. The leather handwear covers he wore were 
comfortingly cozy as they clutched my wrist firmly. I trapped a sharp breath as gold 
streaks swirled in his shiners. Something was mixing his wolf, as well as it had to be 
me. I presume he really did not like somebody pressing his borders, well he wasn’t the 
only one. 

He kept my wrist as he elevated a finger at me and wagged it, a reduced “tsk tsk tsk” 
sound roared from his upper body. 

My heart had to be beating at a million miles an hour, and also I could not help but 
obtain lost in the gold flakes that swirled and dipped in his iris’s. 

As quickly as it occurred he released my wrist and also stepped off sideways. 

I blurt a last thrill of breath and also left the room. I required some air that had not been 
swirling with Viktor’s intoxicatingly strange aroma. 

” You no good, muffin stealing, princess.” Sheila scolded me, at the same time her lips 
twitched dealing with a smile. I had actually simply walked right into the cooking area 
and locked eyes with Sheila. 

I save her a little smile, “Aw come on Sheila. You recognize I can not withstand your 
muffins.”. 

” Flattery will certainly obtain you no place little lady.” She laughed, swing a filthy 
dustcloth in my direction. 

I picked up some cleaner and started cleaning down the loads’s of counters. Once we 
finished disinfecting whatever, we proceeded to the dishes. I let my eyes wander to 
Shannon that was keeping back giggling. 

” I ‘d make you guarantee not to do it once again, however I understand you will not pay 
attention.” Sheila chuckled, “Consider us even for aiding me clean up the kitchen.”. 

I gave her a sheepish smile, “Thanks Sheila.”. 



Shortly after helping them, I made my means to the dining room for dinner. I recognized 
my Daddy and also Uncle had a hectic day, however I still hoped I would see them 
there. 

My face burst out right into a smile as my Papa came into the room. He looked 
exhausted, however I wrapped my arms around him as well as hugged him anyway. 

” Hectic day?” I smiled at both of them, disregarding Viktor’s visibility behind me. 

Father sighed and ran a hand through his salt and pepper hair, “Incredibly hectic. Trying 
to fortify treaties and also gather allies as promptly as possible.” Papa huffed. 

” Which is why your birthday celebration is so crucial.” Uncle spoke out, making a glare 
from Daddy. 

I frowned at both of them, “What do you mean?”. 

” Sweetheart, I’m sure you currently knew yet we’re throwing a party for your birthday. 
Various other Alpha’s as well as future Alpha’s will attend.” Papa provided me a small 
smile, as well as I couldn’t recognize where he was opting for this discussion. 

” The various other Alpha’s, their particularly interested in you.” Uncle chipped in, as 
well as my Dad looked pissed. 

I rolled my eyes, finally recognizing. “You suggest their interested in me trigger Daddy’s 
the Alpha King as well as I’m mateless.”. 

” Specifically.” Father grimaced. “Each of them are intending to be your companion. If 
that occurs, they’ll be obligated ahead to our help. Not that we need it.” Daddy 
squabble, filling up the space with a dangerous mood. 

Uncle frowned, “Listen, we might not require their aid yet it’s excellent to have others on 
our side.”. 

” Not if it means marketing my little girl like cattle.” Daddy grumbles at his sibling, as well 
as I questioned how long they had actually been battling such as this. 

She can constantly control Dad and Uncle, require them to talk comfortably. I could 
really feel Aela press to come ahead, expanding weary of the grown males’s squabble. 

” Enough.” I spew, knocking my glass down on the table. The two men’s eyes got to 
consider me, their gazes packed with shock. 

” I uncommitted the number of Alpha’s participate in. If they are not my friend, I have no 
commitments towards them.” I growled, “I will try to play great and obtain us as 



numerous allies as I can. In the mean time, quit saying.” I snapped at the two of them, 
taking a deep breath once I completed. 

The two of them provided me a funny appearance, yet I shrugged it off. 

” You looked so much like your mommy, it was frightening.” Uncle chuckled, claiming 
greater than he should have. 

I fired him a firm glow when Father’s face grimaced in anger. 

As soon as that tiring supper was ended up, I treked back up to my area. I had virtually 
forgotton Viktor was behind me till I turned around. 

Thinking back on the bothersome dinner only brought my mind back to what occurred at 
the cafe. 

” What the hell was that?” I roared, relying on deal with Viktor. 

His obsidian eyes were glued to my face as constantly, and his complete brow elevated 
concerned. 

” You know what I’m discussing.” I roared, “Why the heck did you chase after Dalton 
away?”. 

Viktor rolled his eyes, sending out butterflies and also hot temper into my tummy. Aela 
roared in frustration as well as pushed at the walls of my mind. The final item was when 
he crossed his arms over his upper body and offered me an implicating appearance. 

” You had no right. He had not been doing anything incorrect.” I grumbled, stomping 
ahead to jab him in the breast. 

I ought to’ve seen the step coming, but his hand shot out as well as wrapped around my 
wrist. His hold was tighter this time around, but my anger blinded me. 

” Don’t touch.” His harsh voice appeared eerily tranquil, which just contributed to my 
anger and complication. The temper stemmed from him going after Dalton away, while 
the complication was due to just how my body reacted to him. Everything he did sent 
out butterflies to my tummy or goosebumps hurrying across my skin. I chose to merely 
compose it off due to his god-like look and ferocious mood. 

I roared, my eyes widening at the noise of his rich voice. “Oh, so now you talk!” I 
snapped. 

I let a disappointed growl come through my lips as Viktor’s headed towards the door 
that separated our bed rooms. 



” I’m refrained from doing talking with you!” I snapped, jumping when he pounded the 
door in my face. 

I stood gaping at the door for a few moments, “Stupid, bothersome, unneeded body 
guard.” I whined, stomping to my bed like a child. 

I was more crazy than I must’ve been, but I really did not care. I had enough to handle, 
plus the truth that Father and also Uncle were maintaining points from me. 

I merely blasted Viktor, hoping it would certainly make him talk. It functioned, yet just 
momentarily. The only reason he talked with start with was due to the fact that I 
attempted to touch him. 

” I think we require to alter our strategies.” Aela murmured in my head, entirely 
obsessed with her new idea. 

” Hm.” I mused, assuming she might be onto something. 

If rage didn’t function, possibly lure would. 

 


